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‘Really Useful’ Event – Agenda 

10.00 Registration & Morning Refreshments
10.30 Welcome to Durham, house keeping & Opening Introduction - 

Allan Simpson & Scott Alford
10.35 Planning Portal: Future update - Scott Alford
10.45 The Planning Portal Links Guide & Resources - Allen Camm
11.15 Durham’s consolidation project - Allan Simpson

11.45 Refreshments
12.00 Sunderland City Council’s E-Planning Journey -Toni Sambridge

12.30 Newcastle City Council – Digital by Default 
Shah Amin & Will Mapplebeck

13.00 Lunch
13.45 SOCITM Local Authority Website Take-up Service - Helen Williams

14.45 Q&A opportunity & Summary -Scott Alford
15.00 Close - Scott Alford



The Planning Portal Links Guide & Resources

Agenda

• Working with LPAs on the ‘Channel Shift’ of Service Delivery 
- What we can do to help 
- Improving access to Planning Information 
- Recent changes to the Portal’s online submission process 

• Smarter Planning Schemes for LPAs and Agents 
- The schemes criteria 
- Sharing best practice

• Forward thinking…



Channel shift ?

‘Channel shift’ can be defined as the creation of effective 
and efficient channels that are most appropriate for the 

customer and organisation *

* Source : The University of Hull’s report into communication channel shift within local governments



• LPAs and Planning Professionals are under increased pressure from 
financial constraints & achieving VFM 
- Leading to reduced budgets/resources - having to do more with less 
- Less money for everyone = less/slower development

• LPAs more aware of service provision costs following Fees 
benchmarking exercise (est. 25% gap between fee income & Dept costs!)

• Digital channels save money: 
Web: £0.15, Phone: £2.83, F2F: £8.62
Source: Socitm Channel Value Benchmarking 2012 

Channel Shift of Planning Service Provision

Why is it important…

What do we know…



Channel shift 

Channel shift is a powerful way to save money and improve customer 
satisfaction :

- Services are available at all hours

- Not location specific

- The user feels more in control of the process, and

- If the delivery mechanism is well designed, it is easy and quick to use. 

- Additionally, it frees up customer support resources meaning that  
you can focus more on those that may really need help. 



Channel shift 

However many councils find it difficult to change their traditional ways 
of working and achieve the true potential benefits.

- The approach may be too complex, trying to achieve too much too quickly,

- Limited Resources or skills

- The website or the underlying web platform may not be suited, 

- There may be insufficient of a strategic framework to underpin the work, or –

- There may be no clear investment plan for achieving the savings. 



Even if you have the best website in the world, people won't just 
naturally go to it unless you do something to encourage it. 

Channel shift 

• Do all council vehicles carry the council website address instead 
of a telephone number? 

• Do council communications put the web address more 
conspicuously than any telephone numbers or office addresses? 

• Is there a clear advantage offered to customers who use the web 
in preference to telephone - eg faster service? 

• When customers phone the council are they always advised that it 
is easier and faster to use the web? 



Channel shift 

How do you really measure Channel shift?

The initial challenge is to get the organisation measuring as many channels & services as it 
can. This will reveal a number of inconsistencies but once known and understood these can 

be standardised, value can be gauged.

The next phase is to try and associate costs against the data. Initiatives such as Socitm’s 
Channel Value Benchmarking service are invaluable in helping organisations understand 

their costs and how to allocate to channels / services etc.

The next phase is the one many of us are currently working through. There is a huge 
difference between helping a customer complete a complex benefit application in your 

customer service centre, & answering a simple information request query over the 
telephone. Whilst we recognise this on an individual channel or service basis without any 

further definition these might get counted as equal interactions when added to the 
bigger picture 



Channel shift – Defining Interactions 

Any interaction can be defined as a:

Customer Service Type / Level – eg:
• Assisted – dedicated 121 support 
• Mediated – one to many support – eg web chat 
• Self – customer to system – eg IVR(Interactive Voice Response) or Web

What Service? – eg:
• Simple Planning Query, Requesting a form, Dispute etc...
Channel – eg:
• Home visit, Face 2 face, Telephone ,Text, Web , Email , Post

How complex? – eg:
• Information only 
• Simple interaction – eg requesting a form, paying etc 
• Complex interaction – needing help, dialogue, support etc.



Key Driver is Govt’s Digital by Default Agenda 
UK No.1 website for planning and building control 
Planning Portal commitment – 80% applications online by 2015

The Planning Portal is the UK Government's online planning and 
building regulations resource for England and Wales.

Key Planning Portal stats… 
900,000 visits each month resulting in 10,000,000 page views 
c. >70% of applications submitted online!

• One-stop-shop for Planning & Building information and guidance 
PD tools are very popular with citizens, professionals & LPAs

• Recent improvements to 1APP application service 
Delivery focussed on what our customers wanted

What can we do to help? 



Online Application Numbers 2013 



Recent review of LPA websites by SOCITM ‘Better Connected 2012’

Focussed on planning applications and how to ‘sign-post’ services for ease of use 

How can we help… Planning Portal links guide - Best Practice advice for LPAs 

Benefits of linking to Planning Portal content
• It’s free 
• Saves time dealing with planning enquiries 
• Saves time updating your website or developing new content 
• Improves the quality of planning applications
• Links can be customised to meet your local needs 

Interactive tools include: 
• Interactive House and Terraced House
• Interactive mini-guides covering conservatories, extensions, outbuildings, porches and loft 

conversions
• Buy a Plan Service helping to eliminate the most common reason for planning applications 

being invalid 
• Fee Calculator – helping applicants find out how much an application will cost

Channel shift – easy access to information 





Embed the Interactive House into your web pages!



Swindon BC use house to explain Householder LDO



New ‘Apply’ homepage…



• Check your ‘Apply online’ link to the Portal

• Link to ‘Buy a Plan’ service for mandatory plans 

• Add benefits of online submission to show a preference and 
encourage ‘channel shift’ by users!

• Promote online submission & other e-Planning services (i.e. 
online planning register) in all correspondence

• Hide links to paper forms (merger of ALD/Owner certs)

Useful Hints and Tips

• Review what payment options you can support – esp. online/telephone 



Smarter Planning schemes for LPAs and Agents

The ‘Smarter Planning’ aim is to remove a ‘them and us’ culture to build a 
community of best practice, promoting growth through a more efficient means of 
submitting planning applications.

Becoming a ‘Smarter Planning Champion’ will demonstrate the adoption of online and 
electronic ways of working by meeting agreed best practice criteria.

The ‘Smarter Planning Champion’ pledge delivers benefits in three key ways:
• The Planning Portal is an enabling tool for individuals, neighbourhoods and 

businesses to make better and more sustainable places

• The Planning Portal’s services for creating and submitting online planning applications 
are proven to save applicants and local authorities time and money

• Using the Planning Portal and the online channel results in significant carbon savings 
and a greener planning system



Smarter Planning schemes for LPAs and Agents

The ‘Smarter Planning’ aim is to remove a ‘them and us’ culture to build a 
community of best practice, promoting growth through a more efficient means of 
submitting planning applications.

Launched on 23rd October 2012 and so far:

• 250 Planning Professionals and Agents have registered their interest! 
205 Champions, 15 surveys reviewed & 30 surveys awaiting review

• 100 LPAs have completed a survey to join! 
37 Champions, 60 surveys reviewed & 3 surveys awaiting review



LPA ‘Smarter Planning’ Take-up – 23rd July 13



Smarter Planning scheme for LPAs 

Criteria checklist

• Promote Online Submission 
• Display Local application requirements 
• Advise online as your preference
• Participate in a Joint communications campaign
• Introduce greater electronic working 
• Support e-consultation
• Monitor activities on the growth of applications
• Aim for >70% of applications online. 



Smarter Planning scheme for Agents 

Criteria checklist

• Submit all applications online 
• Setup an agent admin account (if applicable)
• Always review LPA local application requirements
• Correctly annotate plans and drawings i.e. scale bar, North 
• Submit A3 plans, where possible inc. paper size 
• Keep file sizes below 5MB
• Name attachments to explain content of the document
• Pay online, where possible
• Declared application numbers are met over an agreed period
• Discuss submission at Pre-App meeting for Majors  



Creating a Community of Best Practice to utilise technology, 
reduce costs and facilitate ‘Channel Shift’

Increased home & remote 
working initiatives

Planner @ Home

360 degree video 
streaming - with real- 
time end-user control

Webcast/Virtual academy – 
removing the barriers to e- 

democracy/learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention QR codes

http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-nTGCEnJsLNY/TZrycQLqvKI/AAAAAAAAAAU/S7KA--fvyVc/s1600/1.jpg


The ‘paperless’ office…



Forward thinking...

Smart Planning introduces best practice standards for the submission and 
determination of applications (& LPA Agent Accreditation schemes) 
- Does meeting key standards = higher quality applications easier/quicker to register, 

validate & determine?

What new technologies are Agents using?

- Building information modelling (Sarah Beeny/Grand Designs). Do you think this will 
be used more in the future?

LPAs and Planning Professionals are under increased pressure from financial 
constraints & achieving VFM

Reduction and consolidation of asset (office) space is a key driver for change, 
what new ways or working are being introduced?

- Hot-desking, increased remote/mobile working (can you get access to 
planning systems, do you have dual screens for online working?)

- QR codes on site notices (Portsmouth, Chelmsford and East Devon)



Allen Camm
Regional Account Manager
e: allen.camm@planningportal.gsi.gov.uk
m: 07766 422469

www.planningportal.gov.uk

Stay in touch with the Planning Portal via our Director’s blog
Google ‘Portal Director’ and join our online community!

mailto:.camm@planningportal.gsi.gov.uk


Welcome to County Durham ..Cultural 
Capital of the North East





Planning Software 
Consolidation 
Programme

Allan Simpson



Purpose

• Why do we need a consolidated 
system?

• What will we get from one system?
• Progress to date
• What’s in it for me?
• Timescales
• Current Issues
• Moving Forward
• Questions



5Why do we need a consolidated system?

• Pre LGR there were 8 different legacy 
systems;

• Currently 4 separate suppliers with 4 
separate maintenance charges;

• Consolidation will provide a more 
standardised level of service;

• Allow for greater interaction between  all 
component planning services;

• More responsive customer focus 
’Delivering Customer Excellence.’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



What we will get from one system ?

• Functionality for Planning, Building Control 
and Land Charges;

• A more joined up approach to delivery of key 
services;

• Easier / quicker access to information;
• Reduced operating costs;
• Consolidated and cleansed data sets;
• Links to supplementary systems, intranet and 

web accessibility;



7Progress to date

• Specialist consultant to advise on procurement 
framework for new system;

• Project Steering Group established to identify 
key priorities  reporting to a Board

• Identification of the key requirements the 
system must provide;

• Initial exercise to identify any interested 
suppliers;

• Formal procurement exercise began in 
October 2012.

• IDOX appointed as the chosen supplier

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



What’s in it for me?

• Have your say in making things better
• Take the best from existing systems and build  

into one process
• Ability to access all information from any location
• Better case work and time management capacity
• Improved efficiency across the service
• Provide a better service to the customer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 



Timescales

• Contract awarded to IDOX in May 2013
• Looking at a phased roll out from February  

2014
• Estimated 12 months for full roll out in all 

areas starting at existing IDOX sites



Current Issues

• Data transfer identified as the key issue
• Multitude of data sets and quality across the 

county
• Huge task in cleansing and transferring this to new 

system
• The system will only be as good as the 

information, time and effort we put into it 
• Resource implications involved in this across all 

teams
• Recruitment  to appoint 7 additional support 

officers to backfill roles of existing staff involved



Moving Forward

• Top service wide priority in the next 12 months
• Need full commitment from staff and managers to 

be positive about the benefits this will bring to our 
service

• Need to appreciate this is not simply about buying 
and installing new computer software

• Project is about Business Transformation-about 
the way we work, and interact with our customers

• Related projects on going involving process 
review and redesign of website

• Need to manage the process of our business 



Any Questions?



Sunderland City Council

Sunderland City Council

E – Planning Journey since 2006



Where it all began
TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGES TO THE PLANNING APPLICATION 

PROCESS

• Planning Standards Authority
• No Planning Manager
• Councils CPA at risk
• Issues around recruitment and retention
• Low staff moral and motivation
• No clear procedures and processes to follow
• A report with 120 action points of what we needed to do!!



The office in 2006



The Journey 



The benefits of e-working
• Benefits to DC staff and customers following from the  

implementation of DMS

• All staff following same procedures 

• All documents available to the public

• Improved Performance

• Enable staff to work more efficiently

• No missing planning files



2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11 2011/12 2012/13 2013/14
Planning Applications   
Received 2595 2293 2143 1318 1200 1100 1133 1037 476
Portal Applications Received

25 106 365 355 388 440 443 553 288
Percentage 0.96% 4.62% 17.03% 26.93% 32.33% 40% 39.09% 53.32% 60.50%



The benefits of e-working
• All internal consultees access Civica (DMS)

• All External consultees access the system via planning public 
access (Idox)

• Information is upload direct into the DMS and is available online 
immediately

• Applicants and Agents track their applications so they can see 
when new information has been added to the file.

• Reduced the amount of time officers spent in reception



THANK YOU FOR LISTENING 

The benefits of e-working
• It is part of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.

• It needs strong management and leadership to make 
it work

• It is requires a team approach Technical Support and 
Planning Officers working together

• Commitment to continuous improvements – road map 
of upgrades to achieve maximum benefits for both 
the LPA and Customers



The cost of e-working
• LPA cost of printing applications off – Be selective what you print 

off

• Upload as much information as possible

• Removing signatures and personal information is time consuming 
from application forms and representations. 

• Don’t be frightened to ask developers for a paper copy on major 
applications

• IT failure stops the Planning Department from working



Thanks for Listening



Learning from Better connected surveys 
Planning task

Helen Williams
Better connected reviewer



New era symbolised by launch of GDS 
• Focus on meeting user needs (not building 

websites!) 

• Be obsessed with user feedback and constant
user testing

• Prioritise common case (not the exception)

• Achieve consistent user experience for all parts of 
online government

22



Highlights from Website take-up 
service

Results from 2011 

Planning Portal event Huddersfield 3



Q3 What was the main service area that 
you were interested in today

4



Q5 Did you find what you were looking for today?

5



Visit failure by service
Libraries 13.07 
Events information 14.24 
Council tax 14.90 
Leisure facilities 15.13 
Rubbish and recycling 16.04
Schools/youth 16.37 
Environmental health 18.97 
Council business 19.44 
Job vacancies 20.04
Business 20.28 

Social care 20.47 
Health 21.56 
Adult/further education        21.73
Highways 22.11 
Transport and buses           22.39 
Electoral register 23.65
Housing 23.93
Parking 24.29 
Planning 30.40 
Family history 32.72 

6



Visit failure by frequency of visit 
(Planning)
Daily 20.0%
Several times in month 29.2%
Monthly 26.0%
Every few months 23.9%
Very rarely 33.9%
First time visitor 38.7%

Source: Feb/Mar 2012

7



Tasks re planning applications

• Problem lies in software that is not very 
usable for general public

• Or has been poorly integrated

• Or is a mixture of both

8



Is poor user experience inevitable?
• No!
• Some councils scored much better 

than others, using same systems and 
software

• Why do some councils perform better?



Why do some councils perform 
better?
• Getting an excellent, consistent user 

journey
• Getting link wording right 
• Covering the topic properly
• Testing and tweaking software 

configurations, upgrades
• Necessary clicks - ensuring user cannot 

bypass key information



Getting wording right – South 
Tyneside





Getting wording wrong



The planning task

• Object to a planning application: 18 
questions

• Routes - can I get to the right page via 
Google, site search, navigational tree, A-Z 
etc.

• Quality of information - do I have all the 
relevant information to make an objection

14

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First – can I get to right the right page / set of pages, easily, whichever route I pick? In this we test different routes such as Google search, internal site search, route from home page, route using the main navigation tree, A-Z. Each time we will look at whether you can get right through to the point of completion using that route.
Second, we look at the quality of the information provision once you have found the ‘right’ place. Am I told everything I ought to know at this point? Are the relevant pages / info linked together so I have the right info to hand?



Planning system questions
• Q96 Is a link provided for viewing all current applications?
• Q97 When viewing a current application, am I informed that I can 

comment on it?
• Q98 When viewing a current application and preparing to submit 

comments, is guidance provided about permitted grounds for 
objection to an application?

• Q99 Is it clear that any comments I submit will be published, along 
with my name, and available for inspection by any interested 
party?

• Q100 Is it clear how I might obtain assistance if required
• Q102 Was a useful map presented to me during the completion of 

this task? 
• Q103 Were all the relevant pieces of information linked together to 

make a smooth, coherent journey?
15

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seven questions that have a bearing on planning system itself



Planning software performance

16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The results were really interesting because we found one system performed 50% better on these six questions than the others and also had a higher average overall rating for the task. 
Fastweb at the top of the list. Public Access was the next best.
(PublicAccess is market leader with approx 50% and a few others have between 5% to 10%. Fastweb has 50% better scores than all the others)



Councils using Fastweb

17

• Craven DC
• Eastleigh BC
• Eden DC
• Harlow DC
• Mansfield DC
• Neath Port Talbot CBC
• North Devon DC
• Rugby BC
• South Lakeland DC
• LB Sutton
• Welwyn Hatfield DC
• Wyre Forest DC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We didn’t have a full set of data for analysis, so there may well be some more Fastweb customers out there



Q96 Is a link provided for viewing all current 
applications?

18

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was one of the questions we analysed.
Eden DC is a Fastweb customer
Relatively simple search page for planning apps register.
Easy link ‘view current applications’, and also ‘comment on a current application’



Q96 Is a link provided for viewing all current 
applications?

19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erewash here has no such facility at all. And although there aren’t too many fields to confuse the user here, you are asked to put an asterisk either side of the road name, which seems ridiculous.



Q96 Is a link provided for viewing all current 
applications?

20

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Barnsley Council using Planning Explorer
Array of options!
There is an option on the right hand side though ‘undecided applications’



Q96 Is a link provided for viewing all current 
applications

21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First search you come across is the simple one – this is very inviting, I think anyone would give it a try. Need to check quality of error messages on search results though – must be v user friendly.



Q97 Am I informed that I can comment on 
an application if it is still open for 
consultation?

22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Am I informed that I can comment…
Fastweb handles this brilliantly
This is search results index page, you can immediately see it from here, don’t even have to be in application




Q97 Am I informed that I can comment on 
an application if it is still open for 
consultation?

23

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Erewash doesn’t mention commenting anywhere here – along with many other councils



Q22 Am I informed that I can comment on 
an application if it is still open for 
consultation?

24

Presenter
Presentation Notes
‘You must log in to make a comment’. Could make ‘log in’ an active link. Also make it clearer that this application is one you can currently comment on. I know this message changes if it is a decided application, but the public won’t realise that.



Make a comment

25

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In ‘make a comment’ it isn’t clear whether you can’t comment because you are not registered, or for some other reason. So you aren’t sure whether to try and register and make a comment or not.



Registration page

26

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Registration page doesn’t look all that complicated.



Time out, every time

27

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I tried to register twice, the second time at top speed to avoid the time out error message. But I got it again. I was unable to register, unable to make a comment. Very frustrating user experience. Why couldn’t the extra registration information come as part of the comment form? There isn’t all that much to it, after all. I would have to give name and address to make a comment anyway. I tried logging in anyway, to no avail. Ten minutes later, I received two emails asking me to click a registration link!!



Registration success!

28



Logged in

29

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Logged in successfully. But now I have got to find the application all over again from scratch!



Q98 Is guidance provided at the appropriate step about 
permitted grounds for objection to an application?

30

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is guidance provided…
This should be presented alongside the form. But where the form is in the planning system it was only very rarely available. Often no link between form and guidance information which might well be available somewhere in the planning section of the site.
Eden’s Fastweb of course provides the link




Q98 Is it clear that any comments you submit will be 
published, along with your name…

31

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is it clear….
It’s important that people get this warning before their comments are placed on public file (or published on web site) along with their name and address.
You can see this clearly on Eden site



South Tyneside reviewer comment

32

• Could not fail to miss this signposting from the landing page; 
the first link presented was 'search and comment on 
planning applications.’

• Clear statement provided saying that if the application was 
open for comment I would see the 'comment on this 
application' link within the application itself. 

• Lots of useful quick links for finding new planning 
applications, recently decided, even a useful map where I 
could click on an application number and be taken straight 
to the application

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Planning Landing page good example!
South Tyneside scored well



South Tyneside landing page

33

Presenter
Presentation Notes
South Tyneside have an excellent landing page introducing planning. The first link is ‘Search and comment on planning applications’. There’s no mention of ‘Development Control’!

Review your planning landing pages – to de-clutter, introduce clear signposting to key topics – most people understand terms like ‘planning applications’ better than ‘development control’ (the organisational view). 

Second option ‘Planning permission’ – find out if you need it, how to apply. Many WTS comments were from people who were trying to work out the regs and whether they needed planning permission for something.



Edinburgh landing page

34

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Very clear, no reference to Public Access – just does what it says on the tin – ‘View, comment and submit planning applications online’. Good form of signposting into the system



South Cambs landing page

35

Presenter
Presentation Notes
South Cambs did not perform so well and it is an example of a poorer, more confusing and wordy landing page.
Top – explanation of some codes
Zoom in



South Cambs landing page

36

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Diamond Jubilee comes above anything about applications, and so does planning policy.
Planning apps under Dev Control



South Cambs new landing page

37

Presenter
Presentation Notes
New landing page in new site!



South Cambs planning system

38

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You used to then go straight to this planning system landing page where there is no signposting of our task – commenting on a planning application, even though there is a facility to comment once you are looking at the detail of an application. But now you get an intermediary page - 



South Cambs new application search

39

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The search for a planning application overview page states that you can make a comment on a current planning application in the system – excellent!



Website take-up service comments

40

• Very confusing, too much text, too many links, 
poorly written, very difficult to find what you're 
looking for.  I would suggest dramatically reducing 
the amount of text per page with clearer links to 
information.  

• It did not accept my reference numbers being 
searched even though I had typed correctly.  I 
finally got what I wanted through advanced 
search.  It should have taken a fraction of the 
time. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WTS comments back up our poor experience overall with the planning task.



Website take-up service comment

41

• Tried to leave comments on a planning 
application - torturous process! Keep saying it had 
timed out despite no time lag, so I had to 
repeatedly re-enter comments. I'm sure many just 
can't be bothered and give up before submitting 
their thoughts. Not sure if problems are due to 
lack of site mobile optimisation? If so, it would be 
a worthwhile investment.



Website take-up service comments

42

• ‘Details of a proposed planning development. Will try 
to telephone planning when the holiday is over.’

• ‘Will phone on Monday, as searches returned zero, 
except for one that was completely incorrect by 
referencing wrong information.’

• ‘We are looking for planning decisions but the 
information is not up to date. This results in making 
contact by telephone’

• ‘Wanted to know how my planning application is 
progressing.  Will telephone instead.’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These comments all make reference to planning to phone the council because they couldn’t find what they wanted on the website. These ones all could have been handled by the website had it been easy to use, functioning correctly and up-to-date. There were 37 references to phoning the council in the comments received by the WTS February to April – almost all avoidable contact, no doubt!



IDOX PublicAccess meeting

• Review customer journey and terms used in 
new releases of PublicAccess

• Review some of product functionality (e.g. 
search configuration option to include recent 
apps, add link to guidance)

• Configuring options to improve customer 
experience – best practice guide, potentially 
reduce options available

• Ongoing dialogue with Socitm Insight

43



How well are planning services presented? 
Better connected 2013

44

• ‘Generally very poor. Not helped by weak (or missing) content 
about how to actually comment. Given that a large percentage of 
commenters may be ‘first-timers’, this really isn’t acceptable. 

• The application search functions ranged from average to awful, 
often requiring advanced knowledge of how planning works to 
really get anywhere. 

• I simply don’t understand why councils fail to provide guidance on 
permitted grounds for objection a) in a logical place on a user 
journey and/or b) at all. 

• Once again, many councils were providing very good signposting 
but, once you got to the task, the information was poor and you are 
often faced with a log-in at the last hurdle.’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First – can I get to right the right page / set of pages, easily, whichever route I pick? In this we test different routes such as Google search, internal site search, route from home page, route using the main navigation tree, A-Z. Each time we will look at whether you can get right through to the point of completion using that route.
Second, we look at the quality of the information provision once you have found the ‘right’ place. Am I told everything I ought to know at this point? Are the relevant pages / info linked together so I have the right info to hand?



Better connected 2014 timetable

45

• Sites reviewed between 27 Oct and 7 Dec
• Report published 3 March 2014
• Mobile survey integrated into main survey 

(using smartphones)
• Provisional task list at www.socitm.net
• Final task list publication 30 September
• Two mystery tasks
• Planning task – find out about a planning 

decision

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BC14 timetable

http://www.socitm.net/


Preparing for Better connected 2014

46

• User / usability testing
• Review software configurations
• Check and tweak search results
• Review planning landing pages
• Check signposting and info for planning 

decisions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My recommendations - what you could do to prepare for BC14



Thank you

Helen Williams
Better connected reviewer
helen.williams@socitm.net
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